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FLIPS OVER SLIPS

"All right awreddy yet! You win! Send me $3 worth of those DX slips. I can use them with my reports, and they ought to do some good for our hobby. This marks another historic first for the NRC, I think. Seems like the only club that is willing to make any effort to advance the DX hobby and do so constructively. Seriously, I think the DX slips are a wonderful idea. Should do a lot of good, and I'm looking forward to receiving them." - Bill Hutchinson - 2412 Ellis Road - Baltimore 34, Maryland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Callsign</th>
<th>Frequency (kc/s)</th>
<th>Power (Watts)</th>
<th>Time (A.M., E.S.T.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Nov. 19</td>
<td>C F G B</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2:00 - 3:00 NRC/CDXC DX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu. Nov. 22</td>
<td>W X I V</td>
<td>1480</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>4:00 - 5:00 TEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Nov. 26</td>
<td>W F A U</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2:00 - 2:45 NRC DX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K E Z U</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:00 - 3:30 TEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K I F G</td>
<td>1510</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>3:30 - 4:00 TEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W C D S</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>4:00 - 4:30 TEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C H E F</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>4:00 - 5:00 NRC DX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W V O H</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>4:30 - 5:00 TEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Dec. 2</td>
<td>W B L F</td>
<td>1330</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>4:00 - 5:00 TEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tue. Dec. 4</td>
<td>K S H A</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:01 - 4:00 POP TEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Dec. 10</td>
<td>K L E O</td>
<td>1480</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:00 - 4:00 NRC DX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C X U A</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>3:00 - 5:00 NRC DX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W H A R</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3:30 - 4:00 NRC DX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W B U C</td>
<td>1460</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3:30 - 4:00 test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W X Y J</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>4:00 - 5:00 NRC DX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Dec. 17</td>
<td>X E Y C</td>
<td>1460</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:00 - 5:30 NRC DX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Jan. 21</td>
<td>W N B S</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1:25 - 1:40 f/c/NRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W B U Y</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>4:00 - 4:30 test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Jan. 26</td>
<td>1 Z D</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>5:00 - 5:07 NZDXRL DX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Jan. 27</td>
<td>C K O V</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>2:10 - 3:30 NNRDX DX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(See DX Down the Dial Page for any late tips. Note change in date/time for KSUA!)

C.F.G.B. TO PUT ON A DX FOR NRC & CDXC

On Monday, November 19th, from 2:00 to 3:00 a.m., E.S.T., Station CFGB will be on the air for the two clubs with this special program. The channel of course will not be clear, so try to penetrate the others, CFGB by using some cycle tone and Morse Code IDs from time to time, and will use "penetrating" music in the hope that many of you will be able to log this station. This would possibly be marches and quick-steps, we would guess, and there may be dedications to various members of NRC and CDXC. Our thanks go to Mr. Gordon E. Frederick, Manager of CFGB, for agreeing to this show, arranged for both clubs by Douglas Murray. Be sure to listen and report or send thanks

Future DX Tests are scheduled, but date/time not yet agreed upon, are from WAGM-950, KFDM-1340, KHSH-1230, CFUN-1410, KKIR-1340. WAGM was originally set for Nov. 12, but time did not permit us to get that info to you in time for their program.
They 4:30, Everett 9/29, noted WHB-710 off but their

I was pleasantly surprised to hear two persons talking about religion, but

invited, especially the local gang. Time, Noon-6 p.m. We hope for a large group!


ON HAND, but held over for next issue are Domestic Contest Standings, and v/s. Full!

David N. Lewis - 3429 Forest - Kansas City 2, Missouri

I have some info about KUDI-1380. They expect to be fulltime (AN, NSF) by 2/1/63. Their target date is 1/15. Now to DX. 9/29, noted WHE-710 off but their 6C was on.

I was able to hear two persons talking about religion, but who, WOR, Ernie? (Probably, EBC). KABC-980 s/off at approximately 4 EST each Mon., after a while, sometimes it's a while, they begin ETing. 3:00, KEIR-1460 with R90 ETing and what sounded like WACO in the background. 3:30, no sign of WYSL-1460, just KBOX blasting in as never before. 4:5, I was pleasantly surprised to hear WBDC-1560 with a very weak signal, but it was really they. 4:30, KMD-1550 in with an unk TT under them and KEXL-1540.

This is the Saturday of Thanksgiving Week, and it will be at the home of Hubert Buckner, but with Ernie Cooper as host. The address is 635 East 21 Street, Brooklyn, NY, three blocks from Ernie Cooper's place where we met last year. His place is larger. We were sort of cramped here as you'll recall if you were here then. Every NFCer is invited, especially the local gang. Time, Noon-6 p.m. We hope for a large group!
November 10, 1962  
James Gangle - 2801 Chesterfield Avenue - Baltimore 13, Maryland

Time for DX has been deereased greatly due to school, and there has been some terible CX lately besides. However, I have logged: On 9/29, Morroco on 935 thanks to a previous Musing, at 1:45 am. 10/1- TWM-1210, Coro, Venezuela IDing as "Radio Coro" at 12:58 am s/off. 10/17- CSA-755 Lisbon strong at 5:30 pm. On 10/20 I heard a clear ID from WSSC-Sumter, S.C. on 1375 kc/s. They're supposed to be on 1340 so what's up? They also had the sound of FM on an AM band. This was at 6:15 pm. 10/20- Unn KKLF in very well at 1:15, and WOSH-1490 in Oakcreek at 1:38 And S-5. Veries are comung in ever so slowly, only one in the last three weeks. Those in are PEB-1000, Sao Paulo with a v/f in EE and pennant; HJK-650 Bogota; and Toulouse-944 for 9/19. 73.

John Oldfield - 11623 84 Street - Edmonton, Alberta

Two veries: Radio America-1150 (country #9 verified), KFA-650 Fairbanks, Alaska (#3) 9/20- KKEB-1470 s/on, KPAC(x) -1250. 9/23, mystery- KPPF??-1350 test, ID 2:10, anyone? KSWN-1340 TT, TXID 2:11. 9/25- KPIR-1500 (new one?) s/off 9:30, s/on 6:00, 10km, Eugene, Ore. 9/29- KVZ-1230 (Quin) ex-KOTY 3:45, KEDE-1400 NX s/off, no SSB (Key-Doc): 4:00. 10/3- Two unk Constabrades-640 4:30, KFA-650 NX s/off 5:01 (12:01 KFAR), no SSB. 7:40-660 ID and TX "eight past ten", Wellington, N.Z. (first IDed New Zealander) 5:08. Mystery 700 in EE, NX talking about Jamaica till 6:55. English accent voice - help! Then I got two Zedders parallel programming with NX until 6:23 ID "New Zealand Broadcasting Service" - bids goodnight. Frequencies, two of them, between 780 and 810, Help #2. At 6:15, W70, ABC ID and time "13 past 11" so someone is off three minutes, hi. So a tentative off to 3:10. I would have the correct frequencies for those Zadders, but my dial cord is broken. KXXX-790 s/on SSB 6:30, KICM (Kiss-em) NX 6:30, KEBA-710 s/on 7:30 - hello, Denver! K-Ray-1060 RS 7:32. CESA-1150 now AN "House Party." Thanks, Dave Roys, for an excellent Convention story. Were are you, Leo Fox, Wilson? Will I see you all in Denver #37? 73.

Larry Bassett - 4149 Elmwood Avenue - Royal Oak, Michigan

CX and DX have been very good here the past week. I've the first five DX programs, and I wouldn't be unhappy if I keep that average up the rest of the winter! All DX done here has been W, except 10/21 when KQV- 1410 Pittsburgh was logged at 2:20 am. 10/22- KOTA-1380 Rapid City, S.C. s/off at 2:08, "INZ-940 Miami, Fla. at 2:15 for State #35, WOW-590 in Omaha at 3 am, WMHU-1370 in Bradiick Heights, Md. on with DX Program at 3:04 with good signal until 3:45, and WJAB-1440 in Westbrook, Me. at 4 am s/on.

WJAB is a new state but no report because WGB Red Lion, Pa. knocked them off the band with a 4:03 s/on. On 10/29 I was up again for the DX programs. KEEX came in here at 3:01 with a good signal but interference from WDFG-1450 and WMBE-1470, WYSI came in here strongly but it is only about 40 miles away. Just before WYSI came on I logged KEDC-1480 in Dallas, Tex. at 3:29. WSDC-1560 was the next band had a fair signal but atmospheric noise was bad. KMD-1560 was washed out almost as soon as it signed on by the WJSJ-1560 s/on at 4:33 Bayamon, P.R. (a new station for me which made me not quite as mad). KXW-1540 didn't help any. WBSI is Station #300. Thanks a lot to Len Kruse and Larry Godwin in arranging for these programs.

Ronald J. Maseco - 124 Park Avenue - Windsor, Connecticut

On MM 10/27, five new stations were added to the log. First off I couldn't receive KELR on 1460 kc/s, so I settled for WMBE-1470 in Peoria, Ill. from 2:59 to 3:20 am. At 3:30 however, WYSI was heard with a signal strength of S-6 with a minimum of static and interference. At 4:00 WSDC was heard with a signal strength of S-5. The only interference here was from an OC that was keyed on and off several times during the broadcast. At 4:30 am, while trying to log the other Test Special, KMD, WJSJ in San Juan, P.R. signed on with a signal strength of S-5. Not bad for 250W. So I was able to log two out of the four special Test programs. At 5:05 pm, I was able to log WXAP in Allentown, Pa. on 1320 under WAT in Waterbury, Conn. They were still going strong at 6:30 pm, when I called it a day. No new veries have arrived but quite a few reports have been sent. Totals now stand at 237 logged and 122 verified.

David Deutsch - 1611 Nelson Avenue - Bronx 53, New York

Hi! This is my first report to the Musings section, after joining in September. I have heard 96 with 72 verified, with 28 states heard and 25 verified. Recent stations include WEHT-1320 WRAP-820 WQAM-560 WFIL-1070 WDFP-1430 WSMA-1560 WDAX-1410 WTHE-1560 WBEK-1460 (? WQAI-1800 KSL-1160 and two Tests of 10/29, WYSI-1480 (3:55-4) and WSDC-1560 (4:10-4:30). I use a Hallidffaters 3-dee with an 80' longwire antenna. (Welcome to NRC, Dave, and we hope to hear more from you and also hope to meet you! -ERG)
Thanks for setting me straight on 1320. It is KBKL, Joe Fela tells me. Received a
verie (?) from CFGM, v, plus QSL card! Doesn't really prove you heard the station as
far as I'm concerned, WTSB-1380 heard just briefly at 5:40 am, WAAB-1440 noted 5:30 am
with very good signals, WNPF Lasalde, Pa, heard on 1440 with 5,000w, at 5:30 pm. WMEX
from Boston noted on 1510 kc/s. at 10:55 pm. WHOM-1480 with weak signals and much QRM
at 11:35 pm. WAKK just briefly on 1380 at 13:32 am. Heard SS on 630, CMQ? Very nice
signals. Reports out to WNJRFOR WHO MOB WERE. Until my next report, thanks to
SCALD, and good DXing. See you next time.

Bart Cronin - KSHA - 27 West Main - Medford, Oregon

The date of the KSHA ET-dx will be on Tuesday morning 12/4 from 3:01 to 4:00 EST. On
the advice of several NRC members who said that KONO would be off the air on Tuesday
morning it would be a better time for KSHA to get into the Midwest. The closing time
is tentative since we do not know how long our ET will last, but generally they run a
bout an hour. During this test, we shall be broadcasting a series of tones, frequent
IDs and occasional mx. All of these items are used in checking out our
transmitting facilities and are legal for a dataymer to use. We hope with this change many more DX-ers
will be able to hear us. (How about some Morse Code 1,000-cycle IDs, Bart?)

As to my own DX since the last report: 10/11, found KNGL "K-Angel" Radio (ex-KALT)
Paradise, Cal, , 930 kc/s, on RS at 5:30 am. 10/12- KSTR-620, Grand Junction, Colo.
on RS at 9 am. 10/19- KRL-1410, Carmel, Cal. on RS s/on at 9:00. 10/20- KELR-1400,
Flagstaff, Ariz. on RS AN, 4:00 AM. KEGO-1630, Waco, Tex., RS AN with rx mx at 4:15.
Will be looking forward to hearing from all NRC members in regard to KSHA's ET. 73s.

Mike King - Park Eastham, Massachusetts

Well, here's my first report of the new season. Last night 10/29 was the big night.
There wasn't too much static to help things along. Hats off to Len Kruse for the TEST
shows. Well, here goes. 10/29- CKY-920 in at 2:49 am, then came KALF-1510 at 2:54
am on ET. They were really coming in! First Test, KELR-1450 in for a little while at 3:28, then WSYI-1480 Test in good at 3:31. Next came test from WSDC-1550 at 4:00, then
was KALD-1550, the hardest one to get because of WPTR QRM, at 4:35. Then came s/on at 4:55 from WBRE-1450, followed by more s/ons- WEMK-1310 at 5:00, WMAB-1380 at
5:00, WPCT-1430 at 5:10. Next was WHMU-1240 in at 5:15 with ow show. Finally was WHEB
1650 at about 5:29 with their s/on. Well, that's all DX for now. To Dan Miller, I'll have
my recorder back around 11/11. 73s for now.

P. E. Crocker - Box 75 - Mormons, Maine

DX has been great in the last week or so with 16 new calls added to the log on 10/28
with an AN session. To DX by date: 10/19- WSAY-1370 at 6 am with AN. Went downstairs and turned on G.E. table radio and logged WDEA-1350 at 7:10 am with AN. They
were on top of everyone so they must be 5kw. now. Have been after them for years. 10/22- WMHI-1370 at 4:10 am on NBC DX. Tried for them at 3 EDT instead of 3 EST and that
didn't make me happy. 10/27- WCMB-1460: 5:46 am with WX forecast. KQV-1410 6:05
am with ID and mx, no sign of dominant WPOT. 10/28- With WLA-1470 s/off at 11:03 pm,
WONO-1470 in at 11:09 with ID for a good catch for me. Copied them at 11:43 and sent
report. CHM-1470 at 11:13 pm with ID and possible s/off at 11:15. 10/29- CFRO-1470
at 12:03 am s/off. WISM-1470 at 12:05 am with ID. WFUN-790 at 2:43 am with IDs, CKSY
920 at 2:52 am with ID and AN. KELR-1450 at 3:10 am on TEST. WMBD-1470 at 3:22 with
ID and AN. WSYI-1450 at 3:30 am for #2 TEST. KALA-1510 at 3:45 am on ET. WSDC-1560
at 4:10 for #3 TEST. KALF-1510 at 3:35 am on ET. Neither KALA nor KALF is listed in my
log so how would anyone please tell me the power of each? WYNO-1450 at 4:42 am on ET.
What power is WYNO? KNAD-1550 at 4:55:15 am for #4 TEST, very poor with only one ID.
WPCN-1460 at 5 am s/on. Last but not least WGA-1340 5:58 am s/on. So far I am
batting 1,000 on DX Tests with five for five but expect to fail on 11/5 but will be
fighting. The DX Calendar looks great and I hope it continues that way all winter.
I'll close now and try to catch up on my sleep after that 10/29-29 venture, hi, DX.

Stan Horsen - Route 3 - Bradford, Massachusetts

10/29- KALF-1510 Mesa, Ariz, ET 2:43. WARN-1330 Fort Pierce, Fla. now full time and
AN. WSYI-1450, Ypsilanti, Mich. test, 3:30 am. WSDC-1560, Mocksville, N.C. 4:00 am.
KMLB-1440 Monroe, La, 4:25 am. KNAD-1550, Madill, Okla. test 4:30 with QRM from off-
frequency Cuban causing a hum. V/0 from WWOH.

REMEMBER, LET'S KEEP' DX NEWS' ORILLIA, ONT. - SIBLETON, MO. - SCOTLAND NECK, N.C.
Crock Full of Reports; Keep Sending In Musings: Wherever You Are Located!
November 10, 1962

_D.X._ _N.E.W.S._

Steve Chudoff - 9220 Burbank Road - Philadelphia 11, Pennsylvania

Thanks to Bill Stone for info. New logs include: 10/12- CKVM-710 Ville Marie, Que @ 3:30 pm over WOR for nice catch. 10/14- CKEL-1250 Matane, Que. FF Canadian Hockey @ 7:26 pm. 10/15, MKM- KANTZ-1600 St. Louis, Mo. @ 1:00 pm with TT; WNGA-1600 Nashville, Ga. @ 1:09 pm with TT over Key West. 10/16- WTTN-1580 Watertown, Wis. @ 6:15 pm s/off. 10/19- WCCF-1580 Punta Gorda, Fla. @ 6 pm s/off (30 for this frequency), YVCO-650 Venezuela @ 6:40 pm. 10/21- WILY-1550 Greenville, N.C. @ 6:58 pm s/off. 10/22, MKM- WMAS-1450 Springfield, Mass. @ 12:13 am but not enough for report. 10/29- Cubans all over, checked on some 43 frequencies after 2 am. KEEL-1460 W1 Reno, Okla. @ 3:20 am with TEST in poorly but enough for copy. Also noted new WYSI-1430, Ypsilanti, Mich. @ 3:33 pm with test. Finally logged CEI-1140, Sydney, N.S. @ 3:40 am over SS. Surprised to heard new KALT-1510 Mesa, Ariz. (new state #45) @ 3:57 am, good signal; thought WNLC-1580 Locksvillle, N.C. @ 4:02 am. Nosign of KMAD-1550 Oklahoma TT. Did they?

Suggestion: It would be a big help to all of us if you'd include the times and dates of your DXing, rather than just the fact that you got them. Who is FF on 1310? 73a.

Fred Long - 5 Southway Road - Issington, Ontario

This is my first report to DX NEWS and I guess a few words of introduction are in order. As far as my location is concerned, I live in Islington which is a suburb of Toronto. I have a Heath PT-1 tuner with a 130' wire (E/W). I also have a tape recorder which is invaluable for obtaining veries. I have logged over 200 station now but have only verified those which are necessary for the Domestic Contest. It's obvious that any thought of winning the Contest would bring down a few hundred thousand fans screaming with laughter but I'll take a crack at it anyway. It was my purpose, like everyone else, to hold back for a while to see just how the point total progressed. However from the last issue of this paper it is just a little too obvious what everyone is up to. However, it should be fun. As far as the stations logged are concerned I have perhaps 90% of the 50,000 watt clear channel stations. There's no sense in naming my 50,000 watt veries from here in Toronto so I'll list a couple of my so-called goodies. I have verified, 10/5, WICC-600 2:00-2:15, 1,000w. 9/29- KFI-640 2:00-2:15. 10/3- KXN-1070 3:00-3:15. 9/28- CBA-1070 1:15-1:25; 10/8- KRIO-1410 3:16-3:18, 1,000w. So far my best catch is KWO from KSTN-1420 in Stockton, Cal. I haven't received a vorie yet and it has been out for almost three weeks. I'll either have to send the Pony Express to hurry the mail or sabotage their antenna farm. Before I go I'll mention that I have a friend here who is a potential new member who goes by the name of Bill (DX) Rhodes. Maybe you'll be hearing from him. Well, so long for now and I'll get back to the tuner and pull in KIKI, ha! (Welcome to NRC, Fred! Nice to hear from you! - ERC)

Andy Rugg - 19 Danbar Road South - Waterloo, Ontario

WPOR "TAP" WUKH WBNY WRGB CKLM St. Lucia W/ SRL WAZL WHBR GFRS HJCU are new veries, making 820 the total. I was surprised to get the HJCU verie. HS822 HOK HMTW Lille I and CFCY please copy. DX: 10/24- WD9CS-1590 5:33 pm; WPXY-1580 6:16; WBBY-1580 6:30 pm. 10/27- ZNS-1540 6 pm and WCRL-1570 6:10. 10/28- WSGW-750 10 am. 10/29- Simultaneous logs on KEEL-1460 Test and KMB-1440 by tuning back and forth, 1440 now the first channel with 30 stations heard; WKY 3:29 am, WYSI-1430 test 3:43; WSDC-1560 test 4 am, KEOX-1480 AN 4:22, WIVY-970 RS 4:30, KMAD-1550 test sporadically through KEEL alopover and WHVR-1280 s/on RS 5 am. HJCU v/s is Dr. Humberto Arce Herrera; Inginiero Sorry to see the Supreme Ratings go; and judging from the number of reports, the "Musings of the Members" may go too. Let's have more reports! My chances of being at Denver in '53 are about 30%. Bye.

David Tusman - 116 Mount Vernon Street - Middletown, Connecticut

(forwarded by Ray Edge) As I stated on my application, I have received 304 stations or the BCB in 15 different countries but have not as yet tried to verify any of them. I have been DXing on the BCB for almost two years now, but only for the last six months or so have I been really serious about it. I use a West German made Fonovox Al/TM model and it is hooked up to a TV antenna which provides me with surprisingly good results. I also have a Halicraethers S-120 but this I find has very poor selectivity or the BCB. When I first began listening I considered the BCB a very pat proposition and thought that once you got one station on any particular frequency you had exhausted its possibilities, but experiences such as finding situations when Jamaica on 750 has come in on top of even WSB have shown just the opposite. I first heard of your Club in Electronics Illustrated and sent away for a sample bulletin. I must admit some of your abbreviations rather baffled me so if you have any explanation of those I'd appreciate it. (Welcome to NRC, Dave, and by now you must have our abbr. sheet! - EEC)
I believe I am overdue for a report since I have not reported since last Spring. I did very little DX in the summer. I did manage to get the following: WHEP-1500 KEPL-1420 KEMP-1440 KXGI-1360 KSAC-580 KAY-1290 KPDI-1070. My more recent DX: 10/3 - 6:50 pm, KWHN, 5kw., Ft. Smith, Ark.; 7:05, KEVT, 250w., Tucson, Ariz. 10/8 - WTCO 5:00 am, 500w., Towanda, Pa. 5:01, WOJO, 1kw, Chicago Heights. 10/22 - 5:00 am, WCOA, 5kw., Pensacola, Fla.; WMOD 5:01 am, 1kw., Moundsville, W. Va.; 5:07, WWHO, 1kw, Framingham, Mass. and WJS, 15:15 am, 1kw., Columbus, Ga. I'll say 73s until I can scrape up some more new stations. Best of DX!

Hank Wilkinson 6620 Beaman Avenue - North Hollywood, California

Purchased a Hammarlund HQ-180 last week but have had very little opportunity to try it out due to long working hours at the wrong time. When you go in at 5:30 pm and get off around 5:00 to 5:00 am in the morning your chances at DX are nil. However, this will end some day. Also a vacation for the last three weeks of December will be more than welcome. On one morning I managed to hear quite a few Japanese and several other Oriental stations but that was all. It seemed to me that CX weren't very short as last year at same time especially to the S and E. By the way, I would like to hear from anyone using the HQ-180 as I'm anxious to know how they tune their sets for best results. I hate to give up my Hallicrafter S-76 but I see no use in keeping both receivers. It is a hot set. I've logged and verified many distant foreign stations on it as many of you know. It's in perfect shape and will give many many more hours of good DXing for anyone interested. No one except me has handled this receiver. Always under cover when not in use. I will not give the set away for a song as good receivers are hard to come by. I would like to hear from anyone on the WC who may be interested. By the way, I do not believe that the new postage rates should effect our reporting to the DX NEWS. The bigger the bulletins - the more interest. So if the Club's dues have to go up a half-buck, so what? Let's not skimp on the reports. How many of us would remain as members if the bulletins were as skimpy as the last one? When I was in High School I was lucky to get 50¢ a week for spending money. Nowadays the 'kids' go to school in their own cars and go out several nights a week with their girl friends. So let's not worry about the fellows who can't increase their dues 50¢ or $1 a year when many of them throw this away in a day or two. If postage rates go up, then the members should expect an increase in their dues.

Larry E. Godwin - 970 23 Street - Apt. 7 - Boulder, Colorado

Greetings from the Land of f/e list preparations. The list is almost completely compiled, so after I finish checking it, I'll type stencils and it will be in your hands. Unfortunately 10/22 MM I didn't hear the WMHI-1370 DX, although I just put up a new long wire running ENELSW that works very well on LAs. 10/29 I had better luck and I got both the KEFL-1460 and KEAD-1550 TESTS, thanks to Len Kruse. I had a faint station on 1550 during WSDC's time, but couldn't pull it out. I did hear KALF-1510 Mesa, Ariz. ET/M most of the AM, and noted several WC stations on an hour later due to EST going off. CJLX-800 was AN 10/29; also noted SS strong on 750 and 1050 that I think might be VOA broadcasts from WSB and KAAB, respectively. "Radio Santa Fe"-1070 in Colombia was in well at 4:00 EST. I just received a copy of TV Digest's Radio Station Directory, thanks to Larry Schwartz who ordered it for me. Last Thursday the Denver DXers met at Bill Nottler's house; present were Bill, Marvin Robbins, Murrey O'Mann, Glen Kippel and myself. We tried to reach George DeGrazio, but the line was busy all day. Next meeting is 11/6 at my apartment. I read with disappointment Pop's statement in last DX NEWS that the Supremacy Ratings are being discontinued. I'm sure I speak for the 21 members who appeared in the last rating in saying that the column will be missed. Pete Taylor is certainly doing a fine job with IXDD! 73s to all.

David Prather - 720 Marshall Avenue - Woodland, California

This is my first report to Musings since joining NRC. I am 20 years old and have been DXing on DBS for two years. My RX is a Hammarlund HO-180 which I have had since February. To date I have logged 251 stations in 32 states and countries. Latest loggings: 10/21- XMON-560 6 am, KFTT-620 6:01 s/on, WINQ-1410 6:14, KJJJ-1440 with ET. Sent report to KJJJ and received V/l in eight days. V/l signed by Joseph Brandt, P. of Dateline Broadcasters, Inc., PO Box 476, Flagstaff, Ariz. No mention as to power or when they will start RS. 10/24- HJEE-1033 10:56 pm. 10/26- PAJE-905 8:29 pm. The two lastth thanks to IXDD. 10/27- KRLC-1050 2:52 am, KARL-1440 5:46, KBGO-1580 5:31 am, KUC-1400 3:48, and KGB-1290 4:04 am. That is all for now and best DX to everyone. (Welcome to NRC, Dave, we hope you'll check in with Musings often -EK)
My brief period of inactivity was caused by (1), my taking on directorship of Little Theatre play; (2), increased news chores due to election; and (3), move to new location. It came right in the middle of a bad time, because it occurred after I had logged but before I had reported the following catches: 7/30- KXOZ-1240, KOA-1230. 7/31- KKL-1370 WHTC-1450 (first Mich. graveyard), KIWIL-1400 WLLY-1450 KONY-910 and KE1Z-1240. Since last report, reports went to 7/9- KIHN-1440 KSWL-1340 KFBR-1310 WMBH*-1450 KUPT*-1560 KUDI-1450 WGNNU-920 NOW*990 KAYC*-1450 KUNC*-1450 KCOY*1450. 7/14- KZIZ*-1310 KNIN*-990 KTOK*-1000 KPTM*-1450 KTOY*-1410 KATM*-1400 WORR*-990 KLAX*-1450 KE10*-1450. 7/16- KTIR*-1070. 7/24- WACT-1420 KE10*-1230, with * verified. Other vary back from KIRA-1490 KEUN-1450 KXSL-1450 WDBO-1450 KF8-980, for summer activity. Now, more recently- 10/28- KOUB-1390 fighting an LA atop; KOIL, usually on top, a poor third and no sign of KTN, logged 12:18-12:36; KTQ -960 100% readable 12:37-12:49; KEAO-910 fighting KHL0 12:49-1:05 (partially before midnight CST, wow!) 10/29- VOA-SS from WRL WSB WCKY AN, hopes not regular, three of the friendliest, most satisfying TESTs ever logged from KELR-1460 90% (hope Len K. gets through KSO testing), WSDC-1560 15-20% and WMDA-1550 86% all with Stan: crossing type mx. Thanks Len for these. Too much KBOX for WYSI, though. Others, KMDI-1440 from my Louisiana stomping grounds AN "to bring you the latest news on the Cuban Crisis", KALF-1510, new 10kw, Mesa, Ariz. station powering in with good mx, and ID after each tune. Betcha everybody got him! Apparently Cubans ANning on 880 980 and 10 px parallel; WCLS-1560 on after 4:00 with gospel, Negro announcer; WLLY-1450 ET/M 4:50-5 to make up for failing to report earlier; WWR-1310 apparently back AN with sic sick sick "Old Grandad" show; and WTLK-1570 (35 miles from WSDC) good 5:05-5:17; then a big break 9:47-9:52 when Amarillo's KRAY-1360 went off the air for equipment trouble and much-sought KACT was logged well. Marv says at least 71 will be at Denver Convention. I'll make it 73! Norm Pillsbury - R. D. 3 - Jamestown, New York

I've finally found a few spare minutes - this CPC work really keeps me busy. I haven't yet listened late for anything since the Convention so you can see how busy I am. However I have done some SS DXing. 10/29- WJSO-1590 s/off at 6 pm, WPTR-1540 dominant at 5-9 at 6:30; WLJU-1380 was caught through the mess at 6:09 for a new call. 1600 found WKKL on top at 6:30. KOMA over "KB"-1520 at 6:37, and WHRV-1500 boomed in for about five minutes at 6:40. 10/30- WTMJ-1550 loud for a new call, but not long enough for a report. Station s/off at 5:30 pm with 5,000w. on 1560, WTDI? WZUM-1590, an apparent new station logged from 5:39 pm to s/off at 5:45. Location given as Pittsburgh. Report out. Call that sounded like WHAD heard around 1590 - any suggestions? WLLL-1650 faded in and out for a few minutes. 11/1 - WBYR-1590 was briefly over usually dominant WAKR. Was honored by a visit from Ray Edge and also from Robert Schrader from Corning, N.Y. I want to thank all those who have written in offering their services in the CPC field. At the present time there are enough committees to make care of the rest of the DX Season. Thanks again, for helping out. Those to whom I owe letter, please have on a little longer, as I'm overpowerend with school work etc. 73s.

Glen Kippel - 1195 South Tennyson - Denver 19, Colorado

Greetings from One of America's Great Disc Jockeys! Like Dick Riondi or Woody Follis! I heartily endorse the policy of limiting reports to DX. If you will check each issue in the last ten months, aside from last issue) you will see that I reported only my DX. Bought a Tiki, thinking that it would help bring in 2AP-1420 at 4:00 s/off. Had about 30 seconds of cl mx, covered by the Cuban. 10/30 was almost productive, 3:00 had s/off something sounding like KCOY, then ID from KPPO when KWI failed briefly; 4:00 KPRO ID again good, KWI again co-operating. 6:00 RMU and KOKY s/on, 8:00 KDMT a powerhouse s/on way over KFRA "Giant" s/on; 7:01 KFYI s/on clobbered everything, still in at 8:00 am. All 1440. Might have had more to report if I'd remembered to hook the antenna to the other receiver. Got a timer to tape my DX while I flake out, got to "8" sometimes; have to get up at 3:00 and sign the station on at 4:00. Soon as Bell Labs gets their syllable-identifying gear available, I should bring up a receiver that automatically types out the call letters it hears. Save my shell-pink lobs. Late word from Associated Press - "So has applied for 75Qsw! Oh yee, Groman Tipnagle Jr. will be at the NNC Convention in Denver, U-27?"

Roy Barstow - 15 Harding Road - Walpole, Massachusetts

Back again. 10/27- DX to the S good until CBJ CKLM and CBX took over around 3:30 pm. That is on 1580 1570 and 1560 kc/s. WKIG-1580 at 5:55 pm, WSMA/WORT-1550 on 6 pm(P.A)
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(Roy Barstow) s/off. Took a log on WANY-1550 6 pm. 10/29 - WRBB-1490 on test at 12:25 am. TGED-1207 on there-about, log taken 12:35-12:55 am. SS on 1370 and an RR station at 1:50 am. I started taking a log but TVI set in, and ruined it. Maybe KKLF, Mont. I need this for 46 states verified. Guess will have to wait until next MM. KTFI-1270 at 2 am. WPOR/KBVQ-1410 going strong at 2 am. KALF-1510 Mesa, Ariz. on again this MM with ET 2:17 am. KEKL-1440 at 2:45 with NX, new here. Now for all the TESTS, all four were heard here. KEKL-1460 at 3:01 but KSQ on with a test and giving it trouble. KEKL is already verified here, so not reported. WYSI-1480 in good on their test and report off. WSDC-1560 also in good on TEST. WBSJ-1580 heard on s/on 4:30 am. KEKL-1580 had a hard time at first, but then came through in style, an OC on his frequency and turned up a couple of ko's, and it helped. And finally WBBJ-1370 in clear at 4:52 am and giving antenna patterns and asking for reports. So this round out a nice DX morning and 100% on all TESTS heard so far. 10/31 - WQOK-1440 on test and then NX at 2:05 am. WDIC-1430 testing 20:06 am. 11/2 - WCBM-680 testing at 2:05 am. VIOR KFAN WTSN WDDC WLO Radio Americas WOK WPRS WELA WSLW WPWY KSUM. That makes 918 U.S. and Canadian stations heard. 73.

Joe Brauner - Box 22 - Valier, Pennsylvania

New calls added since last report are: 10/27- WELJ-1510 with RS at 6:35 am tough through WLB and knocked out by CKOT s/on at 6:45; WAGQ-1560, Centre, Pa. EPP at 10/28 at 5:45 am. 10/28 (Su) also brought CHFI-1540 who s/on at 7:10 am, way over 5-9, thought it was WPAE's carrier, latter not on before 8 am. These wonderful TESTS of 10/29 all made it in here for the finest CPC session enjoyed here in ages, making four new calls for me. Thanks a million; reports sent to all, although very few very reports are being sent out here any more. I'll try to report on all worthwhile CPC specials. KEKL fair to good, WYSI very good, WSDC clear as a local, KEAD only readably at times, too much SS QRM. A fifth new call MM was WITN-930, heard on NX at 5 am, usually blocked by WBN then, they topped 930 for some time on this date. First report of season brought V/1 from WXUR. Expect to be at a new QTH in about two weeks. It is on top of high ground instead of present valley location, about five miles air-line from here; hope for better DX there. That's the news for now. 73.

Bill Stone - Box 543 - Stouffville, Ontario

10/29- Got programs of WYSI WSDC and KEAD, latter had lots of opposition, XMB #1, Cuban jamming got him from Cuban jamming ok, but separating from XMB, no could do. I was able to get two musical selections in half hour, plus 75% of speech. Oct. 27 DX NEWS in, Ernie, on HRU identity, you listed it wrong - it's Aitch array oo, and to all members, listen carefully for ID on 960, as HRU third different LA I've reported on that frequency, and still more to get. 10/29- KALF-1510 mesa Ariz. booming in with ET/M prior to KEKL coming on. 10/29- KALF-1510 on ET/M 3:52 on, best after 4:01 when WABG s/off. Question - did any of you boys get ID on 1550 station using light opera 3:15-3:45 am? TX cut off at 3:28, TT from then on. WAGQ-1560 Centre, Ala. on ET/00-00 TT 2:00 am on; KORR-1600 on ET 1:15-1:30. 5:30-5:05 when WERE hit with test on 970 was all WNJN Ishpening, Mich. on ET. Three in one morning - not bad, eh? 10/27- 640, was listening to CM; all of a sudden gone, in came La Voz de Sud America till 1:04 am ET from 12:00 am ET on, HJKH, gives ID as La Voz de Sud America Radio Renacimiento en Bogota en Colombia, off air 1:06:45 EDT with Colombia National Anthem. Evening DX 10/ 25- TND-675 El Radio Managua easy 9:02-10:03 pm EST, lots of IDs. WENJ-1440 Quincy, Ill. top station, 12:15-12:33 s/off. Varies - Yup, get 'em daily, no complaints here at all. KCDI WAGQ WJAG KFRI WAUX WVEW, plus a bunch of repeats to replace ones torn up by 125 AM five weeks back. Am expecting to read some real DX reports from Loomis way in near future, how about it, Charles?

Doug Murray - Box 305 - Dartmouth, Nova Scotia

I finally did some DX! I couldn't resist the four TESTS this AM. I caught KEKL-1460, WYSI-1480 and WSDC-1560, plus WYNR-1390 on AN. KEAD could be heard also except for what sounded like a Cuban jammer. I did hear some MX under the tone, but not enough for a report. For any SSBers, CMRS and CJCD both have new surveys out here. If you want one, just drop a line and send any spares you might have. Thanks, WTN-1340 has refused to DX for me per a letter. They operate from 6 am to 11 pm weekdays and 7:30-11:00 pm FST on Sundays. 73.

Fred Barone - 4032 Burton Place West - Seattle 93, Washington

Note new address. The DX hub is starting to bit a little harder now. I was listening for a new station on 1560 this afternoon and at 5:40 pm EST KETO started testing (P.9).
November 10, 1962

(DX NEWS)

It's now 4:20 pm. It's the first time I have heard a testing station at this time of the day. Veris since last report (remed way back then) are from WSB-750 KRED-1480 KAHE-1330 KAE-1400 XEUA-1470 KHOK-1560 KLIV-1590 KLIB-1190 KICM-1250. Reports are off to KQWO-1290 (how do you get a verie out of them?) KOHU-1570 KELR-1460 KYNO-1300 KROW-1450 KWFS-1540 KIMAS-1250. KIMAS was my 800th logging, while verie total is 524. The above reported KOHU KQWO KWFS and KIMAS are afteroon reception. KELR was for their TEST program. I hope there's a lot more TEST programs in the Western states this winter. When I was listening for the WYSI TEST on 1480, all I could hear was an Oriental language, and quite strong at times - who? 73.

Frank Williams - 5237 Elmwood Avenue - Lynwood, California

Tis me again, after a few months' poor DX, and those two supreme distractions, college and girls. I'm still at Compton Jr. College, majoring in Engineering, and next year it will be U.C.L.A. for me. Here's DX for October: 10/8, these five loggings- WICK-610 Miami, 3:333-5:57 am; KISN-910, Vancouver, Wash. 4:30-4:30; KAKA-1250, Wickenburg, Ariz. ET 4:53-4:44 am; KLMR-920, Lamar, Col. ET 4:53-5:04 am; EMAS-550, Albuquerque, N.M., 5:05-5:17 am s/off. 10/9- KEEP-1450 Twin Falls, Ida. 3:58-4 am s/off. 10/10-KPIK-1580 Colorado Springs, ET 4:03-4:18 am. 10/11- KELR-1580, Albuquerque, N.M. 3:35-3:43 am. 10/23- KALF-1510, Mesa, Ariz. ET 3:03-3:19 am with signal of local strength! A lone Canadian logging is a good one, 9/10, CCM-940 Montreal, 6:04-6:10 am EDT. And that's it! Totals now 527 logged; 335 verified; 45/38 states; 10/6 countries, etc. Veries are once again coming in: KAKA CBM KTTM KPIK KOFKA KALI KORL Radio Americas KBUY KCIN KOOL KKVN CHAB KKL KROY KEOG, all since 9/1/62. Watch out, Schwartz! Otherwise, I was recently at Bob Coomler's house in L.A., priting surveys as usual, and saw his fine collection of CDs. Everybody please send any handy CDs to Bob! CBA-1070 is still my #1 most wanted station, followed by WINS-1010, WAGP-1220 and CFOR-1570. Let's see if I can pull'em in this season. As for KRLA, I suppose I'm becoming notorious for mis-information, hi, well, proceedings are still going on behind closed doors, and I don't learn anything from either the FCC or KRLA when I call them. Who knows? But I do know the FCC was looking for any tape recordings of certain "contacts" that KRLA held last year, and of a KRLA-sponsored beach party that turned out a riot of no small proportions! For those who may not know, WCALD means "Southern California DXers" and all five of our present members will attend the Denver Convention in '63! No joke, we'll be there en masse. Will you? For those who want surveys, write me; I have 300 now. If there's anyone in the L.A. area I haven't met, please phone me at NE23907. Let's help out our BALD friend Taylor by writing in lots of foreign DX! Till next issue, 73 friendly CKMAs. Remember Denver '63.

Ronald F. Schatz - 8065 Crespi Boulevard - Miami Beach 41, Florida

Hi again from the Land of Foreign QRM. And I really have it this time. Practically every Cuban station has been on AN since the crisis started. Also, a new "Radio Rebels" relay took the air with strong signals on 650 kc/s. (One man's meat is another man's poison, hi). "Radio Americas" is also AN and presents nothing but VOA programs all day long. So goes my QRM. If you're trying to find your old friend HIU-360, it's now on 865 kc/s. See details in IDXD. About "quality" vs "quantity." I do not oppose quantity DX, nor do I limit quality DX to distant or foreign stations, but I do oppose the unappreciation of the art of true quality DX by many. Remember we are not playing a competitive game, but are trying to enjoy a respected hobby by which any BCB DXer can benefit regardless of log or verie totals. I know many of you agree with me on this by the mail that comes in, and I'm sure you also want DXing to pass the highest standards as a worthwhile pastime. Right, EBC? Please excuse me for saying my piece. 73s and good DX to all.

Sam A. McLaughlan - Box 26 - Gatineau, Quebec

DX has been somewhat curtailed here because I have been transferred temporarily to Trois Riveries, Que. about 80 miles E of Montreal, in the heart of FF Canada, home of CTKR/CHLN. V riss have been coming slowly with receipt of 4VEF-1035 for taped-written report, WWLK-590 WDEE-1220. Hope to DX on the weekend coming up when I return to Gatineau (180 miles). CFRA-380 puts in an excellent signal despite the almost 20 mile gap. Canadian CPC work is continuing with letters going off for January stations. Definite YES from CFUN-1410, but date hasn't been settled yet as they prefer a Saturday or Sunday AM. Len's off to a great start! Guess that's it, boys. 73.

YESSIR BOYS - A GOOD HEALTHY ISSUE - LET'S KEEP IT UP. 30 LINE LIMIT, REMEMBER!
Just to get marked "present" for the season I'll send in a few remarks. No DXing here in over six months but thanks to the TEST's Len Kruse told us about for 10/29 I got ambitious enough to give it a try. Three out of four, not too bad here with KNUR W6SYI and WSSC all well received. Lot of tones over KNUR and made only a brief try. Again this Saturday AM tried for the KUXL test but OKLM all-powerful. Heard some in the background but not sure it was KUXL. CX82 good on 1060 @ 4:10 with NX. The strange twilight reception last Saturday 10/27 had KAYD-1090 coming in equal to, stranger than WBAL, a strong daytime here. Last verifs received here were KKKI WHQ W6SYM W6UO KXL KRAZ WEMK. My radio shack is now back in same room where I started DXing in '54. Just about made the circuit of the house taking space in about all but the bathroom as marriage in '35 started changing house to apartments, later taking whole house to simplify caring for parents and now as the last passed on in June it's back to the original set-up. One more thought I have had in the past and now more than ever since the unfortunate losses to the Club is a sort of DXers' Hall of Memory, since none of us could rate the word Fame due to DX vs. world organizations. Anyway if someone had a big enough unused space where verif collections of DXers who have gone on Ahead if their families do not want the veries. This may strike one as old thinking at first as most things are retained by families from fondness but as time goes on the collections get in the way, I'm sure throw them out. I know of several such cases. Anyway I just had the thought to pass along. Wish all a great DX season. 73s.

Ernest J. Wesculow - 1416 Pasadena Avenue - Omaha, NE

DX is going full speed ahead at this QTH. 10/22- KNOT-540 heard on new frequency in clear at 6:00 s/on. WH11-1370 Ed, DX. 10/23- KSBG-740 Col f/c at 2:10. 10/26- WHE-1240 US 2:00. 10/29- KEIL-1460 Okla. TEST with some QRM from WACO in Waco, Tex. WSDC-1560 TEST weak with static. KMB-1550 TEST heard very well! WH11-1370 DX. WTS-1370 Ind. s/on 5:00. 11/1- KPIV-1650, KVOU-730 and CGI-1910. Totals are 901/398. For the new members, here is some info about my den. National NO-183D receiver; one 180' single wire with one right angle; both are end-fed. Two tape recorders, Timer, and a land line phone; number 402-733-5457. Also a 22-year-old Domestic Contest Manager. Notice the standings in this issue! On 10/27 Skip Dabeinstein and I took a trip through NW Iowa. See his report for details. One note about it; a visit to KTTH-1470 Sioux City does not and will not verify! They called us Liars. "You can't hear us over 400 miles away. We received three letters - from Dubuque, Cedar Rapids, and Davenport, and each was postmarked 'Sioux City, Iowa.' They would not verify a report Skip brought in. They might verify if you send in a tape! We asked for an extra CM. 'We only have one' they said. I saw over 100. KMBT-540 will verify. Please wait until QSL card is printed and per Dick Hake, OH. Veries are WH OCM KRRS KFJY CBA W6IE KI6D K6CB KILK TEST and W6GCH. Heard the KUXL-1570 TEST in the clear on 11/3. 73s.

Charles Reh - 36 Morgan Avenue - Leamington, Ontario

Quite a bit of DX to report this time (mainly due to a new RX) so here goes. 10/26- WST-960 8:01 am; WPPC-790 8:16; WOR-1280 12:31 pm; WYOD-1650 3:58; WZRE-1540 5:43 pm; WTRY-1590 3:19; KCRG-1600 6:21; KCHA-1590 6:30; KLEX-1570 6:40; WCBG-1290 7:04; WAEC-970 11; WYN-765 11:37 am; 10/27- KMBG-740 12:28 pm; WYDE-850 12:40; WDBB-1500 1:05 am; KNDY-1570 TT 1:06; XEDM-1650 1:30; KXJY-920 2:06 for State #35; WTRY-980 2:31; XERR-560 2:45 am at times covered W6EG completely; WRGB-990 2:45; WAEC-1570 ET 3 am; W6PS-630 3:25; CIHJ-1570 3:38; WAAB-1440 4 am s/on for State #36; W6RM-1480 4:01; W6DA-1580 ET 4:28; W6BG-1560 4:35 s/on for #1 from P.R.; WABI-910 4:45 s/on; W6SL-1500 5 am s/on; W6KA-1690 5:33; W6WH-1570 6:03; KAT2-1600 6:17; W6RC-1600 11 pm s/off. 10/28- CJLJ-1060 12:32 am; W6CA-570 12:55; W6AX-570 1 am s/off for State #37; WPTR-1540 1:13 with KXEL off; WTV-560 1:18; CJR1-1220 2 am; C6KX-620 2:25; WKQB-570 2:53 am; X6EC-1220 3:30; W6HJ-1500 2 pm; WPTA-1570 3:42 am; W6JW-1500 5:58 pm; W6HP-1570 6 pm s/off; W6TR-1330 6:35; KE6C-910 11:05 pm; 10/29- WAPX-1600 12:15 am; KIO-940 1:50; CJLJ-800 1:12; KMLD-1440 2:01; W6AB-1510 2:12 for State #38; KBOX-1490 2:21; K6MA-1520 2:27; W6NEJ-1450 2:30; CIHJ-1570 3:03; W6DB-1490 3:19; W6SB-1490 3:23; WYSI-1490 3:34; C6J6-600 3:50; W6DB-1490 3:53; W6BD-1500 4:01; KMB-1550 4:35; W6WM-1500 4:53 s/on; W6UC-1560 5:46 s/on; W6EU-1560 6:11 pm; W6KB-1560 6:14 s/off; W6LJ-1540 6:16 s/off. 10/30- W6DB-1540 6:30 pm; W6LJ-2600 6:55 pm; 10/31- K6NC-590 3:30 am; W6KA-1540 4 am; W6CTC-1310 4:57 s/off; W6TB-1350 5:01 s/off. 11/1- W6CS-1450 3:59 am. Does anyone know when station on 730 s/off 7 pm EST in October? Call sounded like KEM and I believe they said 59v. Any got his Jones Log yet? I haven't and it's November already. That's all from here, 73s.
Only nine new loggings in October; appears to have been poorest CX, at least locally; that I've ever encountered in this month. By date: 10/5- WFLA-970 Tampa, Fla. ID at 5:59 am; KCHW-970 Coachella, Cal. ID in EE at 6:28; KVEG-970 Las Vegas, Nev. s/on 7:01 am. 10/9- YVOS-1020 Guanana, Venezuela, easy log, 11:25-11:30 pm s/off. 10/15- YVOS-1200 Caracas, s/on 5:03 am, ID fairly certain by anthem. 10/22- WDBS-1370 Canton, Miss. ET 3:42-4:16 am (no sign of WHML-ix). 10/29- KEHL-1460 El Reno, Okla. TEST logged 3:03-3:38 am over AN WAGO Waco, Tex.; KMAD-1550 Madill, Okla. easy log on TEST 4:30-4:58 am, some TT QM; KDAH-1550 Arvada, Col. 8/am, powerful signal, almost like a local. Also submitted reports to following unverified but previously logged: KLIIF-1190 Dallas 10/1 3:57-4:39 am with KEX off on Conrad Test); KAPY-1290 Fort Angeles, Wash. 10/13 2:29-2:50 pm with KLIQ off the air due to Portland storm, heavy KOL-1350 QM; JBC-700 10/14 4:56 pm during WUN fade; WACO-1450 Waco, Tex. 10/29 3:30 am, just after KEHL TEST. Noted of interest: 10/13- Also found KTAC-850 Tacoma, Wash. off the air thanks to storm, but no trace of new CJJO-850 Langley Prairie, B.C., so judge not yet on the air. 10/23 (Tuesday AM) found WHAM-1180 AN, possibly only a temporary sked, we hope! 10/31, phone call from Fred Barenre reports KETO-1590 Seattle ET during daytime; no change to check out, but they may be testing from a new XR site. Veries: KHAO-590 KLOQ-1460 KIPR-1550 WRVY-1550 KRVF-1350 KLFF-1590 KLIQ-1190 KXXE-1550 KVEG-970 KRSI-950 KCV-970 KAPY-1290. 73.

Bryan and Keith Wilson - 220 5 Avenue - New Westminster, British Columbia

A fair amount of DX accomplished during the last two weeks, in spite of an extra heavy load of school assignments. 1/1/22 brought only K WAL-620 on for an ID at 5:30 am, giving QRA as Osburn, Ida., not Wallace, as listed in the log. They say in their varie that K WAL moved its studios and XR to Osburn from Wallace in 1943, and have been there ever since. WAL s/on Mon.-Sat. was given as 8:30-6:00 EST. 10/26- KEBO-1390 ex-KIQ in Yakima, Wash. was in strong but with QRM from KSLM at 1:29, s/off noted at 2:00. KEBO broadcasts programs of a religious nature, a complete reversal of the RR policy of KIQ. 10/26- WAIA-1410 in Mobile, Ala. at 6:28. This station was in surprisingly strong for about 15 minutes beforehand. Another pleasant surprise - WAAY-1550 Huntsville, Ala., also logged on this morning at 6:52 with their high pressure RR mx. Also s/on at 7:36 of KCOL-1410 Ft. Collins, Colo. with weak signals; barely made it over the line. We're now looking forward to station #600, just nine loggings away. Veries received from these: WHIO-1290 KWL-620. Christmas exams approach, and DX may suffer a little around here. Oh well, c'est la vie. 73s.

Len Kruse - 1675 Glen Oak Street - Dubuque, Iowa

The latest DX at this den included the new AN station KEBO-1580 Waco, Tex. which uses 500w. at night and 1,000w. daytime. This is a brand new radio station. logged on 10/26 from 2:45-3:15 am in the clear. And speaking of brand new radio stations, I logged Station KALF-1510, Mesa, Ariz. a new 10kw. daytimer on ETS on 10/29 from 2:40-3:20 am in the clear. KALF was the first of five stations added to my DX Log on 10/29. Station KEHL-1460 El Reno, Okla., was heard with a TEST from 3-3:30 am; WYSI-1450, Ypsilanti, Mich. logged but with QRM from AN KEOX, TESTing from 3:30-4 am. The fourth logging was Station WSDC-1560 Mocksville, N.C. testing from 4-4:30 am and heard quite well at this location; then a TEST from KMAO-1560 Madill, Okla., was heard for the first time from 4:30-5 am, with some QRM. On 11/1 Station KXUL-1570 Golden Valley, Minn. was heard with a TEST broadcast from 3:10-3:48 am, with slight QRM from AN 10kw. KCLM, Montreal. The latest varies received included v/1s from KVPH KWA KEDD WVOM; and a nice QSL from "Radio America"-1165 to bring my total varies to 3,649.

Frank Wheeler - 6339 Wattsburg Road - Erie, Pennsylvania

About time I got a report to the NRC. Received my first new one on 10/8 on their f/c 1-1:05 am, WEST-1380. Received another new one same AM at 1:30 on their s/off, WDNR-1550. Received three other new ones when they were on TESTs 10/29 as follows: KEHL WYSI WSDC. I hit it pretty lucky this year thus far. I've received four of the five NRC targets, and would have got the fifth if it hadn't been for XKEL and WRSJ. Glad to see two contests going. I joined both - hope to do better than last year. 73.

John Swanson - 3554 North Paulina - Chicago 13, Illinois

10/12- WSMN-320 on AN @ 4:16. 10/29- KEHL-TEST @ 3:10, WSDC-TEST @ 4:03; KMAO-TEST @ 4:33. No sign of WYSI, all KEOX. 11/8- KXUL-TEST @ 3:08. Varies are lacking, with only WIRE-1430 v/1 and WSUN-620 v/c. Put up new antenna last weekend, a 50' doublet that is only 2' off the roof. Yet it is quite an improvement over the dipole. 73.
Greetings from the Land of WMAE. A little DX is as follows: 10/27 - WHEL-1520, Daytona, Fla. f/c 12:47-12:54 - maybe regular; KYOK-1590 Houston s/off at 1:00, KOKA-1560 s/off 1, WQIX-1280 Jacksonville, Fla. f/c 1:00-1:15. 10/28 - KELR-1460 El Reno, Okla. WMT logged fair with quite a bit of slop-over from 1450 and 1470, not much selectivity. KECU-1540 Ft. Worth, Tex. testing 50kw XR most of morning with booming signal. 5 am s/one WZOK-1320, WOBS-1360, and WLAM-1410. WSAO-1550, Senatobia, Miss. report sent at 6:16-6:30 pm s/off same-day. This followed by s/off of WMIX-940 at 6:30. 10/30 - WAPE-1500 Montgomery report sent at 6:15-6:35; have been hearing them regular for five years so finally decided to send a report. WXL-1560 Clarksdale, Miss. behind WAPE, s/off at 6:30 pm also. One new verie in from WENG, signer was A. Schmidt, OM. They just signed bottom of report and returned it to me. Am in the process of putting all my veries in notebooks, such as all the other DXers at Indy had. Too bad I don't have any really quality veries, but consider my KIDD-630 in Idaho better than some TGXA's on 1020 or that like. Maybe I am missing a real thrill. Instead of throwing all my 50kw. veries away like some I will just throw all my veries away, period, and get some quality ones. Sure am glad to be getting DX NEWS regularly and enjoy Pete Taylor's column very much. Keep up good work Pete (Yea, S.F.) Well, adios amigos, and sorry I didn't have anything but Ws and Ka's to report. 73s.

Ronald Fenton - Rural Route - Kempton, Illinois

While listening to the KMAD test program on 10/28 the station was covered over by WRSJ-1560. This is my best logging yet and was heard on a G.E. six-transistor. Other stations heard on this date were WNEW-1130 and the WSDC test. On 10/28, WTTY-580 logged at 7:45 pm, and KTLN-1280 at 9:20. At 7:10 pm on 10/31 I heard KHY-1250. I've been trying for this one ever since I got a tentative logging over a year ago. I have heard 155 stations. Received a v/c from WMIX-940. 73s.

Jeff Lob - 93 Oakview Terrace - Short Hills, New Jersey

Vive l'automne et l'hiver! Le Grand Institution poses much devoir, little fois for DX. Here, however, are the remnants of October DX: 9/23 - The PM found the dial clogged with Southerners, bringing W3IG-790, s/off 6:30. 9/30 - To my great surprise, found 910 empty after 2 am. WSBA s/off so log and reports to WPPB (100kw) and KGLC, a very much wanted Oklahoman, but where's the verie? No doubt, many of you took advantage of this state of affairs to log KALL on AN sked as I did. 10/1 - First Ws brought only KYSN-1460 2 am s/off. 10/4 - Radio America noted on 1165 - now backthere after brief period on 1160. 10/6 - Excellent LA night bringing HRVS-924 "La Voz de Suyapa, Radio Catolica" to Tacugualpa and TGXA-1040. 10/3 - WOR-710 off on MM, and WBB came through. WAC-990 test, WHTO-1450 r/c. 10/15 - Third MM with KBNE-540 for frequency change, s/off 1:10; KFJZ-1270 1 am s/off, and Radio "Ah-Be"-1320 XEAI on AN. 10/19 - In the PM new ?? WMS-1320 Lynchburg, Va. s/off as well as WBB-1460 well topping their respective frequencies. WJXL-740 on late for Hurricane Ella; HOU-1025 with good ID. 10/19 - Excellent southern CK - WGIC-1440 with no interference = 6:20.' Likewise WCOA-1370, YVQJ-1090 "Radio Barcelona" YNAC-1475 and to top the evening off, beautiful heterodynamics from WSSC-1340 heard on 1374 kc/s. very mashed for some reason or other. Report off containing query as to why or how they came through there. ?? 10/22 - WMTH-1300 mx test. 10/27 - Tennessee excellent. WMTS-850, WMPS-680. 10/29 - Thank you CPC and four fine new stations for entering my logs. All except KMAD-1550 presented no difficulty, and I think I have enough of them for a verie. Reports off to all except WSDO-1530 (thank-you notes). Also noted that particular MM were WARM-1330 a new ANR, likewise WOOD-1360 ??, WMLE-1440 also AN?, WPON-1460 4 am s/on. CJLX-800 on what appeared to be later than usual for a welcome addition. C'est tout. Soixante-treize and all that rot.

Ralph E. Hartman - 127 South Columbia - Naperville, Illinois

10/27 - WSAH-1550 = 6 pm s/off with "Dixie." 10/28 - Nice I-1554 heard quite by accident while trying to get a better log on WSAH. It's a brand new country for me although I didn't catch any program material. Quite good level for a TA (SS-9) and fairly steady. Also had Droitwich-1088 and CBBS-1578 last season. Heard between 6:21-7:05 pm. 10/31 - WTEF-1510 = 12:15 pm with an ID. Verie situation is getting bad. In October, I sent 19 reports, nine of which came back verified. Last year, I sent three reports, two of which were verified. None verie this week is WDB-1370, 73s.

LET US ALL KEEP 'DX NEWS' FILLED WITH FINE DX REPORTS. THIS IS A TERRIFIC RESPONSE THIS WEEK! PLEASE LIST TIMES AND DATES OF YOUR CATCHES, AND FREQUENCIES. THANK YOU!
**November 10, 1962**

David Combs - 909 Clayton - Columbia, Missouri

I just renewed my NRC membership for my second year in this fine club. New stations include KCLU-900 Hamilton, Tex., 250w., WMCO-900, Conroe, Tex. 500w., WSOU-910, Iowa City, la., KTAT-1570 Frederick, Okla. (250w.) and KELR-1550, Bolivar, Mo. (250w.) I've moved the shack back down to the basement and am using the 40' inverted L instead of the loop. A fine selection of stations the CPC has dug up. I can use quite a few of them. I had the alarm set for those on 10/29 and forgot to turn the alarm on. I'll do better this coming Monday morn. 73.  

Joe Fela Jr. - 103 Hawthorne Avenue - Newark 12, New Jersey

Veries have come in from WWRL-1660 (QL), WKPR-1420 (after 11 weeks) WJUN-1220 (second report, never answered one from 8/5/61) and WAKU-1570. **The last three were letters.** DX: 10/31- 6 pm s/off of WTOD-1660 through WQXR. 10/2/2- WLPN-1460 s/off 12:33, KENO-1460 audible around 1:10, unk on 1270 with mx before 2 but no ID caught, wonder who, as weak signal. 10/27- WESC-1500 topping channel at 5:04 pm, unusual, especially this early. 5:15, WMTX-1250 s/off which left WMA almost as loud as a local; 5:28 WENC-1220 ID in jumble, 5:40 noted 1460-1500-1520 blank and a weak WTOP-1500 but WJAC-1510 like a local. 5:43, WQXL-1470 s/off. 10/28- 5:42 pm s/off WAKU-1570; 11:30 s/off WDKO-1260. 1029- 12:24 am KIOA-940 topping channel; 1:00 CHLO-880 s/off; 1:28 QJLX-880 saying AJ; 2:08 noted brand new KALF-1510 on an ET/M; 2:55 station on 1029 giving mail order ads, said a San Diego address. Can this be XEER? 2:58, ID from WATP-1430 but nothing seemed to follow. 3:00 tester on 1360 beginning, said 5kw. days, lkw. nights, 260 AMR. Who? 3:01, KELR-1430 test but behind a strong GC; a third station with mx behind, even with KELR at times, who? 3:31, WYSI-1480 test 3:45, ET/rf ending way way behind KXEL-1540, a K call and seemed to say Fort Worth, but was it KQUL? (Yes, see Dan Phillips' report, this issue - EFC) 4:01, WSDC-1550 test, 4:30 WGAS-1420 s/on, no KMAD-1550. 11/3- No KUUL-1570, all CKLM. WMUX-1480 f/c at 3:15, I wish some "quality"? DXers would stop knocking domestic DX. It's a bit annoying to come across this sort of thing in the Marshes. It's the individual DXer's choice to decide what he wants to listen for but that doesn't give him the right to knock the other phases of the hobby.  

Dick Cooper - Box 223 - Kittanning, Pennsylvania

New tubes have been installed in the EQ129X and activity started up again in the old hobby. Six for Six on the DX Calendar this week with reports off to WMHI KELR WYSI KMAD KUUL. **Of these KMAD was pretty tough to log but sufficient for report.** V/1 from WBUO WHOF heard on RS. Interesting letter back from WFVA heard during quartery f/c. I had verified WFVA during their first month on the air in 1939. David Aichelman's report of "illegal" DXing brings back memories of my father calling out in the wee hours back in my early DX days, "Turn that danged thing off and get to bed!" Short visit recently with Joe and Miltie Brauner, also a short get-together with Ray and Kate Edge and the Sullivan's. Glad to see you back in the bulletin, Bill Stone. Your reports always helpful. And happy Ralphie Johanns is on the mend! DX listed on the Calendar was arranged by my son Dick Jr., when he visited the station while in Juarez during a recent trip there with the U.S. Army. XEYC will announce after each pop selection in EN and SS and will make NRC announcements. I like Joe Brauner's suggestion we prepare a sheet for new DXers. **If one of you ambitious young members will write such an article, I'll get it into printed form. Make it brief.** Incidentally, the slips lay ordered will be delivered the NRC HQ within two weeks so a little patience!  

Bernie Duffy - 77 Livenermore Avenue - Staten Island 2, New York

An added pleasantness to my recent vacation in Miami Beach was meeting the only NRCers of that area, Ronald Schatz. My latest DX catches are: WMHU-1370 Braadock Heights, Md WCLS-1580 Columbus, Ga. and last but not least, KHOK-1560 Hoquiam, Wash. The letter's ET came in fairly well 11/5 & 3:12-5:30. **It was a particular satisfaction hearing so distant a 1,000w. station!**  

Dan Morin - 17775 Clyde Avenue - Lansing, Illinois

DX here has really been picking up lately. 10/27- WQBC-1420 from 9:29-9:49 pm. 10/29 KELR-1460 TEST with a lot of WMBD interference at 3:20 am, WSQA-910 in good 3:50 am, WMBL-1440 from 4:14-4:30 am, KMAD-1550 TEST with only slight interference from KXEL 3:33-4:50, WACG-1420 good at 5:15, WSQA-1550 5:30, WSAC-1550 with very good signals at 6:24 until s/off at 6:30 pm, WMAZ-940 @ 7:35 pm. 10/30- WDXR-1560 really booming in at 9:10 pm, KXYS-1360 @ 8:15. 11/3- KNEC-860 in good at 3:40 with WMAQ off. Reports set to WQBC-1420 KELR-1460 WMBL-1440 WSAC-1550 KNEC-860. Veres received in four days from WQBC. Totals are now 343 heard and 186 verified. Till next time, 73s.
Ralph M. Johams - 11 East Chippewa Street - Buffalo 3, New York

11/30 is publication of 1963 Broadcasting Yearbook, $5, has all QRA, personnel, etc. in received. V/1, KCAD-1560, v/q Radio Americas-1150, Box 352, Miami 1, v/1 (2) CHFI-1540 13 Adelaide St. E., Toronto, Ron Tuppernny Do, ex-KXOL/CTFO said twin towers are in Cooksville, 20 miles W. V/1, WTMY-1500 Executive Broadcasting Corp., Box 857, East Longmeadow, Mass, old Springfield was "SFL, then WJKO, now WTMY after sale. V/1, CM WDNS-1320 601 Main St., Lynchburg Va. V/1, CM WTMY-1340 Allegheny Mountain Network, Tyrone, Pa, has f/c during RS with Pa. State U. V/q-v/1 by W HOW-1520 having Skew troubles. V/1, CM WTBK-1330 113 S. Court St., Rockford, Ill. V/1, KTHS (now KAY-1500 Box 265, Little Rock, N directional figure-8 with N NW SSE and null to WKBV/XERA. V/q-v/1 with 40th anniversary seal KSL-1150, Broadcast House, Salt Lake City, opened 1922, standby XR is 10kw. V/1, v/q CM KARK-920 10th and Spring, Little Rock, opened 1928. V/1, plain paper WAGL-1550 Palmetto Broadcasting System, S. Woodland Drive, Lancaster, S.C. V/1 WHHL-1440 Palmetto Communications Corp. Box 61, Holly Hill, S.C. V/1, CM by WCON-1370, Neillsville, Wis., 1959 went 5kw, and now has 326' TX tower. QRA for CKLM-1570: M.G.Verdon, P., Radio Laval Inc., 1184 St. Catherine St. E., Montreal, Que. Heard 10/29, KEFR TEST good through KSO ET (call at 3:00:30), WYSI very good, KAD 4:33 4:45 4:53 heard, a KALF call on 1510 at 4:30, then a song; WSCD TEST only 4:03-4:06, CKLM too strong AN till 5 am when WTLK s/on; WHHH-1440 s/on 5:37; WDFD-910 s/on 4:45. 11/3- KXUL TEST tough through CKLM-AN till 3:47; KPMC-1560 on RS good 3:15-3:40 etc.; WION-1430 and WZJZ-1440 r/c-TT; KAY-1590 ex-KTHS NX in SS. WYSF-1400 SM s/on 6 am; weekday 5, 1 am off now. WBLK Depew, N.Y. asking FCC for Buffalo location, this may be the 95.7 mg/s. FM as no 1300 kc/s info yet. I talked the doc into 1 week early release so I could DX some, how am I doing? Verie total, 1,929. (Welcome home! -ERC)73.

Larry Schwartz - 4619 Atlanta Drive - San Diego 15, California

The noise continues to strike! I've had the City Works and FCC out on it, and it was supposedly diagnosed as a power transformer behind a pizza house three blocks away. However, that was two weeks ago and it's still on - worse than ever! Now it's even affecting FM. Maybe when it affects TV they'll get busy because they'll get enough complaints. On 10/28 before the noise showed, I noted a strong OC on 1510 with some TT, but no IDs way above KGA/WLAC. 10/29 the OC turned into an adult-type mx station. "From Mesa, Ariz. this is KLAF, 1510 kc/s., broadcasting for MT." They are very strong and non-d, so you get 'em! Who said KIFIP changed calls? Heard them right through XEBG s/off 9 pm in October. They are now rr, calling themselves Tiger Radio (sound familiar)? Yes. They said "Es sure and turn your dial to 1520 KOMA when they s/off. 10/29- I nabbed CJLX-800 thinking it was CJOA, but then the noise, so no Dxes. CJLX heard at 4:14-4:120 AN, KALF ET AN. KEMB-540 has resumed its AN sked and XELO-960 has joined them SMs. KKOA-1470 is AN but MM, KBGO-1580 AN (off MM)?, KJKJ-1400 is on RS. Two varies in eight weeks - CSA, KQZG-1300. Does anyone have v's for the following?: KGON-1560 KMEA-970 WAGM-1360 KSSL-1150 KLON-910. Please send them to me. My third year of DXing will start soon, 11/20, although I didn't make my 500 verie goal (I have 471), I can honestly say this has been the best year ever in the NRC! One more DX -I was over to Randly Lee's and turn his radio and caught a new country for him and me, YQBO-1020 Radio Suruc, Cumana, Venezuela. If any of you catch XEMM let me know.

That's a great DX, even though they stay on till 11:15, XELO kills them! 73 and best.

Bill Hutchinson - 2412 Bilis Road - Baltimore 34, Maryland

DX activity here is picking up now that the CPC is beginning to roll. DX TESTS 10/29 netted me KXLR-1460 WYSI-1460 WSCD-1560. KMAH-1540 was heard too faintly for report. 11/5, TESTS were logged from KHOW-1560 WPTN-1560. I could not hear KYNG-1460 at all. Also noted and logs taken 11/5 were WGR-550 3:30 am, probable CHSJ-1150 @ 4 until Buckskin Bandwagon; and WHX-1170 @ 5 am s/on with what sounded like WGEN in background. Some TA and 1A DX is being heard here periodically, the best being Morocco-635 and the worst CKCA-730. WQVE-1550 will soon be 5,000w. directional, I am told. Lots of unID LAs on splits early evenings so I'll have to get busy on 'em but RNL had here now. 73.

Ev Johnson - 512 16th Street - Mendota, Illinois

DX has picked up some with the fine Dxes coming in. Thanks for all the Tips and I am looking for a full stencil soon. My latest DX: 10/5- WMNT-1250 r/c, WISX-1390 s/on 4. KEWI-1440 AN. 10/11- KEKY-1500 ET, ex-KRAZ. WEBB-1360 s/on 4. 10/8- KXOL-1380 r/c. 10/16- WHRP-1570 ET ~ 2:30. KEGO-1580 AN. 10/24- WEAO-790 evening DX. 10/27- Took log from VNN, no XEB around, on 1050. 10/29- The TESTS from KEKA-1460 KMAH WSCD all good but no sign of WYSI but hear many if you did hear them. All KDBX here. (Page 15)
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(Ev Johnson) Texas comes in very strong. WABC-770 announced on 1590 kc/s. as WABC, Ch. 77 New York, ht. WYNK-1360 ET at 3:58, then WJAC came on at 4. KALF-1510 Mesa, Ariz. heard both 10/28-29, no WLAG. WEBS-1560 s on 4:30 in EE and SS. WESK-1330 ET/TT 4:30-4:45. 11/3-1 I heard WFOO-1450 on r/c-TT First Sat., 3-5:15; KEGO again. KUXL TEST very good. KXAC-1560 s/off @ 3:45. Strong signal here. WEZJ-1440 r/c. Varius just not getting, only eight for October. WKOK-1440 WRES-1590 WMTT-1250 WXXL-1450 WSEK-1390 KEWI-1440 WARP-1570 KCMN-1570 WBRY-590 after two tries. Total 2,340. Best DX and 73s.

Bob Karchevskiy - 119 Hemenway - Boston 15, Massachusetts

11/4. I sure hope to log KHOK and KYNG tonight as I have never heard Wash. or Ore. before. Results at end of using. WJSR-760 seems to have discontinued Bad Wing Hockey. Who is ECing their games now? ?? 10/29- Logged KELB-1460 TEST 3:02-3:28 with fair signal, then logged WYSI-1440-TEST 3:32-3:55 with strong signal. Third log was WSDC-1560 TEST 4:01-4:28 with poor signal. KMAJ-1560 TEST not heard here; KXEL-1540 slop too much. 11/3- Logged WHK-1420 Ohio 3:47-9:03 pm. 11/3- Tried for KUXL TEST but KCMN-1570 in like a local, no change. Is there a new station like WARP on 820 kc/s. day-time? Varius in from KCMN-1570, their CM shows strength to N,S,R. WM 11/5, logged WDIO-1390 2:41-3:02 am. No dice on KONG-1420 TEST (Ore.), 1420 a dead channel. WPTN-1560 TEST, no time given, but TT on 1500 3:00-4:10 am. KHOK-1560 TEST not heard either. ??

Dallas John - 337 South Stewart - Lombard, Illinois

10/23- KYOK-1590 was on top of WAKR so took a log on them. 10/28- KGYN-1320 atop before 7, strong until 7:15 s/off. Surprised to find KWSB-1590 on top of WAKR @ 7:02 pm. Also heard unm. KMAB-1550, and at 7:15 missed a margin with 1570 station with no anthem. 10/27- KOUR-1280 s/off 6:30 pm. KTLR-1140 very good over WRVA with loop, second report sent. 10/29- KELB-1450 way over new AN WACQ with TEST. KMLB-1440 unm was AN too WYSL-1441 was completely buried by KBOB but managed to log them otherwise. WSDC-1560 TEST was strong, on clear channel, and KMAB-1550 was also good, although an DD noted. KALF-1510 was ETing the morning with a signal booming 10kw. 10/30- CDO-910 6:10 pm on RS alone! KOKX-1310 strong at 6:13, and KWSB-1360 s/off 6:30. KNYC-1300 s/off 6:45 over WTHK/KATZ. Nothing to report for November yet. KXMAS lately are KGBT KEKL KRBUS KORE KOUR KMMN KHRO WLRH Radio Americas. KUSB was using 425w, when I heard them s/off. According to WMPP-1440, Broadcasting Yearbook of '62 says they went on in Sept. '61 but they've never been heard here. DA might account for it but doubt there're on.

David Oved - 550 Grover Cleveland Highway - Buffalo 26, New York

I was the clod who forgot to put his name on a report in the 10/27 issue. Anyone know LA in SS until at least 2 am, possibly AN or 840? Remember guys - all surveys are welcome here! Stayed up 11/3 AM for KUXL TEST, but fell asleep a half hour before it started - each! New veries - v/c, WMEX-1510, KOA-850, R.A.-1160; v/l, WMN-920. Now to DX. 10/23- WPTR-1540 Albany at 1:25-1:34 am with MX and rr. CKCY-920 Sault Ste. Marie at 3-5:08 am with MX, sports, and WW. 11/3- WWNY-1260, Erie Pa. at 1:07 pm s/off. WSHR-1550 Fremont, Mich. @ 1:13-1:27 with r/c. KPJN-1370 Grand Forks, N.D. @ 2:01-2:15 with r/c. 11/4- WHHY-1440 Montgomery, Ala. @ 2:07-2:40 with f/c. KUTT-1550 Fargo, N.D. at 2:41, caught them just at ID. KQV-1410 Pittsburgh @ 3:02 with AN show. Heard WPON behind them, definite ID, but not enough for report. DX totals now stand at 191 logged, 122 confirmed. 73a.

John D. Hathaway - 4701 South Milam Street - Amarillo, Texas

I was sort of waiting till the end of October to send in my first Contest results to Ernie but I guess I waited too long, hi. Right now I have higher scores in both than any listed but the listed members probably have a great many more points by now. Still holding off on foreign listening till Pete comes out with the dope for the Foreign Contest. Totals now 719 238 and going up almost daily. Got 38th state verified this week and heard Swan Island for the first time. How does it count country-wise? If it is counted as USA or Honduras it will not help the country total. Doing pretty well on the specials. Last week, got three out of four. Only missed WWSI but talked to Jeff on the phone and he said he got them but missed two of the others I got. Will be up in the morning for the three scheduled. I need all and would especially like to get those on the WC. Surely appreciate the wonderful work Len is doing for the CPC. 10/29- Heard WELY-1600 at 5:05 for a new catch. 11/3- Heard KCRG-1500 on with ET at 1:32. Welcome catch here was the TEST from KUXL-1570. They were 40 db over 99 here with an easy to log program. The rest of the gang here said they forgot about the program since it was on a Saturday morning. Best 73.

LET'S KEEP THE 'DX NEWS' FULL EVERY WEEK. WE CAN DO IT - IF YOU WILL DO IT!
SEND ALL "ITEMS to Ev. Johnson - 50th-16th Street Mendota, Ill. (S.S.T.)

FREQ. CALL  "Remarks"

630 WPRG Providence, R.I. - is A.N. Wk Days. - (David Deutsch - N.Y.)
670 WNAQ Chicago, Ill. S/off SAB - at 02:00 - D. Morin - Ill.
680 KNBC San Francisco, Calif. S/on 08:30 - Off at 04:00 - Morin - Ill.
820 WATT Chicago, Ill. S/on 07:45 - Off at 06:30 P.M. - Morin - Ill.
910 KGCL Miami, Okla. - S/off 00:03 - B. Stone - Ont.* - R. Johanna.
920 KARK Little Rock, Ark. S/off 06 - Wk Dys - SUN-7:30 - till 01:00
930 WWIN Washington, N.C. - hrd on R/S at 05:00 Wk Dys. (J. Brauner -)
930 WLTO Gadsden, Ala. also hrd at 05:00 Wk Dys. J. Brauner - Pa.
970 WJAR Ispheming, Mich. - on ET's 10/23 5 Kws/ B. Stone
970 WLWA Superior, Wisc. Hrd SUN at 6 - WMSW Pimentel - 6/7:30 - Brauner
970 WBRH Hamilton, Ala. S/off 05:00 Wk Dys - Ev. -
970 WJATH Athens, Ga. S/off 05:00 Wk Dys Ev.
1150 WBOA Lima, O. S/off 05:00 Wk Dys at 4:55 - E. Brauner - Ev. -
1150 WJMN Huntington, Pa. S/off 05:00 Wk Dys at 4:58 - Ev. - N.Y.
1160 WSLN Salt Lake City, U.T. - R/S is 7-30 - till 03:00 - R. Johanna.
1260 WWGR Erie, Pa. - S/off 00:07 - D. Oved - N.Y.
1290 KOMB Laramie, Wyo. - S/off 08:00 - B. Wilson - Calif.
1320 WDNS Lynchburg, Va. S/off 04:36 - all year for Veri R. Johanna -
1330 WPOW New York, N.Y. - S/off 05:00 - Deutsch - N.Y.
1340 WPRN Tyrone, Pa. - R/S is S/off Wk Dys 5:58 - S/off SUN 07:00 - R. J
1340 KGHF Pueblo, Col. S/off 07:00 B. Wilson - Calif.
1390 KZLF Butte, Mont. - S/off 05:00 B. Wilson - Calif.
1360 WFSR Bath, N.Y. on ET's 11/1 - B. Stone - Ont.
1400 WBG Harrisburg, Pa. - S/off 05:00 - Deutsch - N.Y.
1410 WSET Glen Falls N.Y. had F/C TT 11/2 - 00:03 - 00:17 - (R. Kraul -)
1430 WNSR Newark, N.J. - S/off 06:00 - Deutsch - N.Y.
1440 WHY Montgomery, Ala. - F/C 1ST SUN. - 2:00 - 3:00 - D. Oved -
1450 WFCO Campbellsville, Ky. had F/C TT - 11/3-3:15 - Ev.
1470 WSAN Allentown, Pa. is A.N. Wk Dys, Deutsch - N.Y.
1510 CKOT Tillsonburg, Ont. hrd on R/S at 6:45 - 10/27 J. Brauner-
1510 WEAL Greensboro, N.C. hrd on R/S 10/27 6:45 - J. Brauner-
1550 WDLR Delaware, O. - S/off 05:30 Wk Dys. J. Brauner - Pa.
1560 WAGC Centre, Ala. now on ET's 10/28 Jimmmmmmmmmm Bill Stone
1560 KPCO Bakersfield, Calif. S/off 03:45 - Ev.
1580 WKGK Glenville, Ga. ET's 10/31 - 00:14 - 00:15 - R. Kraul - Ill.
1580 WFKY Princeton, Ky hrd on F/B TT 1ST MON 3:45 - 3:45 - Ev.
1590 WAUB Auburn, N.Y. - S/off 05:00 - Deutsch - N.Y.
1600 WGGO Chicago Hights. Ill S/off 06:00 - Off 5:30 P.M. - D. Morin - Ill.

F/Cs Per List.
1ST SUN - KUJT - 1550 - 2:30 - 2:15 - TT - 1ST SAT - KFJH - 1370 - 2:00 - 2:15 -
WHSV - 1550 - 1:15 - 1:30 - T - 1ST MON. - KYG - 910 - 4:15 - 4:25 - T -
also 1ST SAT. WXZJ - 1440 - 4:45 - T -

At this time I wish to thank all the New Members who have sent in Those much needed TIPS to keep DX-DD going. Keep them coming. Thx. 73'

NOTE PETE TAYLOR'S NEW QRA. ATOP THE FOREIGN DIGEST SECTION -- NOTE

1420 WACK Newark N.Y will have F/C -12/13/62 from 00:00 - 00:30 E S T.
Reports should go to Alexis Muller, Engineer.

MON 11/19 WCFR-1480 kc Springfield Vermont will DX for the NIRC with TTs
and Band Music. Reports to Gordon L Stearns, CT. Ernie says they can legally sign on at 4 AM so believe the time is 4AM-9

990 WNOX Knoxville Tenn will begin 24 hrs on Sun nite 11/11/11/11(Jns)
The new location is about a mile away from the water on the western side of the San Francisco peninsula. Have no idea how DX will be from there; will find out next week.

A fine sunny election day in San Francisco and a rather large DX news dated 1/3 came today, which was pleasing. Now let's see what's being heard this week:

570 XEAR Monterey, N.L., Mexico is here, not 590 as in last week's QSO. My error (PVT)
501 HJKL Bogota, Colombia QSO fair signal 10/2 0600 (BW)
500 DMQ Havana, Cuba best Mondays with KF1 OFF, from around 0430 (BW); dominant each morning after about 0300 here (PVT)
500 CNAZ Santa Clara, Cuba in clear, 95, 10/2 (BW)
500 POINTE-A-Pitre, Guadeloupe 39+10 10/27 (DP)
500 ANTIGUA, LEEWARD ISLANDS good 10/24-25-26, Carries news and sports from BBC (1300-2000) (DP); logged 1800 10/21, will try again for QSL (CMS)
500 2YC Wellington, N.Z. ID and time "3 part 10" 0503 10/5 for report (JO)
500 KFAR Fairbanks, Alaska heard with news, s/off without SSB, 10/6. Verlie back (JO)
500 TIU San Jose, Costa Rica heard nightly, usually over WMAQ 2100-2300 (BW)
500 JOBK Osaka, Japan fair several times in Oct., not as strong as last year (BW)
500 HQJB Quito, Ecuador weak with Spanish home service 10/23, 2300 s/off (BW)
500 2NR Grafton, NSW, Australia probably one heard here with BBC like news, until 0605 on 10/3 (JO) (Probably, John, unless the Jamaican carries BBC--PVT)
500 CMCA Havana, Cuba strong here nightly, just under XEX (BW)
500 HJCU Bogota, Colombia Surprise verlie received 10/25, Report of 6/3. Verlie signer was Dr. Humberto Arce Herrera, Ingeniero (AR)
500 HJDK Medellin, Colombia, apparently the SS here, usually over WSB, best 2200 (BW)
508 JOBI Osaka, Japan best JO so far this season, 59 9/24 0300-0500 (BW)
508 7LO Melbourne, Vic., Australia with ABC 1D and time 0615, 10/8 (JO)
508 MYSTERY UNIO SS here (BW)
503 SELIZE, BRITISH HONDURAS heard 10/27 after 2030 St. Lucia sign-off. Had BBC News 2100, S-2 strength (DP)
500 QM2C Havana, Cuba fights it out with WCCO 2200-2400 (BW)
500 JOBB Osaka, Japan never strong here, noted only twice in Oct., around 0400 (BW)
508 HJBI Santa Marta, Colombia well over WHAS most of time (BW)
508 JOQK Nigata, Japan excellent 10/2 0700-0745 (BW)
500 OAXA Lima, Peru week 10/23 2300-2300 (BW)
500 JOLI Fukoka, Japan fair Mondays when WIL is off (BW)
500 TISS San Jose, Costa Rica noted sporadically at weak level around 2200 (BW)
500 TGJ Guatemala City, Guatemala good every night well over WCCB (BW)
500 HLKI Taejon, South Korea with JO QRM 9/23 0630-0700 (BW)
508 MYSTERY, BD, your mystery TA/SS might have been EFE 32, Avila, Spain, 20 KW, which was scheduled to move from 885 to 880 this past June. Maybe it didn't (PT)
500 PJA6 Oranjestad, Aruba, Neth, Antilles fair to good, 2030-2230 s/off, with news in EE at 2130 (BW)
500 HJAF Cartagena, Colombia "Emisora Fuentes" noted SS news 0610 S-8 10/2 (BW)
500 HXBB Tegucigalpa, Honduras will move to 910KC 11/13/62. Verlie received as per MNN info last week (CAT); excellent 10/19, fair 10/23-25. 1D as "Radio Internacional" or "Emisora Catolica de Honduras" (BW); gave it a final try 11/5 before it moves to 910, with not even a BFO available (PVT)
500 SEBAA Aloum, Morocco heard with good signal after 1800 9/29 and after 0130 several mornings (JG)
500 JOKR Tokyo, Japan excellent 9/24 0400-0550, verlie received (BW) 10/19
500 HLCA Seoul, South Korea good after KIMN (??--PVT) s/off 0430-0600 9/24, weak (BW)
500 WPRA Mayaguez, P.R. s/on 0431 10/15 0455, good till 5 (LMA); good 10/22 0455-0515 (BW)
500 JORK Kochi, Japan 8 0430 9/24 (BW)
500 HJCC Bogota, Colombia strong 10/22 0457-0550, "Radio Mil Veinte" (BW)
500 JONR Osaka, Japan fair Mondays 0300-0500 (BW)
500 YSC San Salvador, El Salvador heard nightly, not strong, best 2200 (BW)
500 RADIO Peking, China in and out of KOAAS 8-5 10/19, 0400-0530 (BW)
500 1033 HUGE Buamaranga, Col. still announc 1020KC, Folk music, some EE annots 2230-2300/
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1047 HOJ2 Las Tablas, PANAMA good signal 10/19 2200-2245 (BW)

1070 HUCG Bogota, COLOMBIA excellent Mondayys 0230-0500 (BW) (How do you get rid of KNX before midnight, Bill? -- PVT)

1090 JOHB Sendai, JAPAN good 0400 9/24, weak 10/19 0500 (3W)

1100 HUAT Barranquilla, COLOMBIA, this thing is "Radio Reloj" on early Monday mornings. Any arguments? (BW) Yes. (JOH) reports HUCG Bogota "Radio Reloj" 2249 Q5 59-30 during week of 10/29. (Think we settled for HUAT last year--PVT)

1140 MYSTERY. Two SS signals 0415 10/29, one of them "Radio Minuto." (BW) (Think one of them was WITA--PVT)

VOA Poro-B, PHILIPPINES weak with plenty of QRM 10/15 0630-0730, ORIENTAL (BW)

1153 CM, UNK, CUBAN "Radio Musical Nacional" SYMMETRICAL (??--PVT) 1160-1162 (RBS) (CAT, this is probably your 1157 of last week)

1160 CMDX Bayamo, CUBA is another of many Cubans around this channel which is fast becoming the "graveyard" freq of the Caribbean (CMS)

CMBQ Havana, CUBA 8-9 SIGNAL 10/22 (BW); this must be the one here 11/5 with background (slush) music around 0445 (PVT)

1162 CMBQ Havana, CUBA is here now, "SYMMETRICAL" with 1160-1158 (RFS)

1165 ---- Radio Americas, SWAN ISLAND QSL, country #9 for me (JO); seemed to be back here 11/5 0445, seemed to be same program as on WSA-VOA(750) (PVT)

1170 MYSTERY. Who is strong LA here featuring uninterrupted instrumental music and occasionally equal to WWVA in strength (which is something at this QRA). May be a half-ko up (CMS) (Sounds like CMBQ SATELLITE Stan--PVT)

1178 VOA Okinawa, Ryuku 18, excellent 10/19 0200-0330 (BW)

1180 MYSTERY SS heard here 10/1 2345, call sounded like YVOH. Any help (JG) (YVOH is listed in FBIS as 1230, 250w, Valera, Could be--PVT)

1190 JOQ9 Nagata, JAPAN FAIR 9/24 0500 with KEX OFF (BW)

1200 PR6S Sao Paulo, BRAZIL TENTATIVE 0300 10/29 (BW)

YVOZ Caracas?/Cumana? VENEZUELA heard many times after sunset, sounds like "Radio Mundo Nacional" (JG) (Perhaps "RMinuto Nacional, see 11/3 ISSUE--PVT)

1207 TSEO Guatemala City, GUATEMALA 5-3 10/24 (BW)

1210 YWMM Coro, VENEZUELA heard 10/1 til 0058 s/off with PEPSI sponsored show (JG) JOCR Osaka, JAPAN STROGG 9/23 0550-0615, weak 10/19, NCAU QRM 0600 (BW)

1220 JOCJ Kagoshima/JOQ9 Morioka, JAPAN battlin' it out under XEB 9/24, both quite weak and neither heard since (BW)

1235 ZVM1 Hamilton, BERMUDA weak but CLEAR ALL NIGHT (RFS)

1310 HUAK Barranquilla, COLOMBIA IDs as "Radio Periodico, La voz de la Patria"

JOLF Tokyo, JAPAN FAIR 9/23 0400 with UNID QRM (BW)

1370 JOKh Kitami/JORB Kochi, JAPAN FAIR LEVELS 10/29 0400 (BW) KGBCO(BW)

1390 JO KBANAKAZAWA, JAPAN FAIR IN/out of KGBQ 9/24; noted 10/15 weak and well under /

1395 Hove4 Esmeraldas, ECUADOR LOGGED 10/29 0550 AT GOOD LEVEL (BW) 1435 PJA5 Aruba, NETH,ANT. "Radio Kelkboom" heard 10/26-27 with fair signals, quite a number of ads in EE and a few EE IDs (DF)

1465 3AM2 Monte Carlo, MONACO heard 10/6 with "What'd I Say" by Ray Charles (JG)

1575 TjJUG Liberia, COSTA RICA "La Voz de Guanacaste" around 10/7 2040 (BP)

AROUND THE WORLD

ADEN—FBS Steam Point, BFPO 69, Aden, now on 1241 with 10KW, 250° antenna, omnidirectional. SCHEDULE IN GMT 16 Mon-Fri 0245-0515, 0915-2015; Sat, 0245-0515, 0900-2000; Sun, 0400-2015. CE IS L. ALLEN, DIRECTOR IS M.A. PACEBET (HT)

ALBANIA—Radio Tirana (1358) STRONGER now, suspect power increase. NOW MANY PROGRAMS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES ON 1038, WHILE 1358 IS ALBANIAN ONLY (HT)

ARGENTINA—Frequency changes here: (HT) 1230 LT2 Rosario, EX-1020 910 LR4 Buenos Aires, EX-830 1310 LT14 Parana, EX-1320 1150 LV3 Cordoba, ex-910 1320 LU6 Mar del Plata, EX-1230

CANARY ISLANDS—LATEST FREQUENCIES ARE EOP64(1304) TENERIFE; EA5(1313) LAS PALMAS, AND EPE34(1477.5) LAS PALMAS (HT)

EGYPT—CAIRO 16 now on 565, FORMER DAMASCUS FREQUENCY (HT)

IRAQ—Baghdad (764) HIGH POWER NOW, NOT PARALLEL TO 930, 1303 (HT)

LEBANON—New Xr on 989, 100KW, IN USE NOW (HT)

ROMANIA—NEW OUTLET, 602 KC, LOW POWER, CITY UNKNOWN (HT)

AT SEA—Radio Antwerp P is operating from the ship Ullenspiegel off the Belgium coast, and has been since mid-October. FREQUENCY IS 1493 KC. NOT HIGH POWER (HT)

SPAIN—Here is a list of some Spanish stations which are being heard around Europe.
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IT IS NOT MEANT TO BE A COMPLETE LIST OF ALL SPANISH STATIONS. IT DOES REFLECT THE STATUS OF MANY OF THEM WHICH HAVE ALREADY, OR WHICH WERE SUPPOSED TO CHANGE FREQS (HT):

584 RNE Madrid
638 RNE San Sebastian
647-32V RNE Seville
777 RNE Valencia
800 EAJ5 Seville
809 EAJ9 Madrid
827 EAJ1 Barcelona
836 RNE Huelva
854 EAJ2 Madrid
872 EAJ101 Zaragoza
1007 RNE Malaga
1025 EAJ8 San Sebastian
1052 RNE-2 Barcelona
1070 EFE-17 Valencia
1079 EFE-50 (La voz de) Cataluna
1097 EOP2 Seville
1106 EFP-2 Vizcaya (Bilbao)
1115 VFEJ-19 Murgia
1124 EAJ-15 Barcelona
1133 EAJ-8 Bilbao
1142 EQP-19 Salamanca
1187 EFPJ-14 San Feliu
1223 EFE-14 Madrid
1240 VEO-40 Palamos (La voz de Costa Brava)
1250 VEFJ-15 Barcelona
1259 EAJ-3 Valencia
1268 EAJ-9 Oviedo (Radio Asturias)
1269 EFE1 Valladolid

THAILAND--0.75/kw. "Radio" Broadcasting Station, Tactical Air Command, RTAF, Donnmuang Airport, "Carries many regular, or rather popular western tunes (HT)"

USSR--Riga. Latvian SSR now on 575, 1268, 1349, 1484 in Russian, Latvian, Swedish (HT)

JJ--Jim Anglic, 2801 Chesterfield Avenue, Baltimore 13, Md.
RFS--Ronald F. Schatz, 6725 Crespi Blvd., Miami Beach 41, Fla.
BW--Bill Willis, 4125 Ransdell Ave., La Crescenta, Calif.
CAT--C. Alan Taylor, 259 East Ninth Street, Indianapolis 1, Ind.
JO--John Oldfield, 1126 64 Street, Edmonton, Alberta (Edmonton That is)
DP--David Pope, POBox 173, Crescent Beach, S.C.
CMS--CM, Stanbury 11, Box 218, Crystal Beach, Ontario
JDH--John D. Hathaway, 4701 S. Millen Street, Amarillo, Texas

MISCELLANEOUS: Would appreciate a list of VOA medium wave activity down south. WSB-750 switched back to EE at 0500. Think WGR was carrying same program. All incoming publications (JWGC News, WHR, NZDTRL, etc.) should start arriving here with some regularity which should update the column a bit. AH yes--the contest. Your contest manager will be Maurice W. Nittler, 1755 So. Vallesjo, Denver 23, Colorado. We are currently scrutinizing last year's rules and regulations to see if any modifications should be made. Hope to have them by next week. In any case, if you're over anxious, send the foreign stations you have verified since Sept. 15, 1962, along with date heard and date verification received. Bill Nittler. Also...please send the $25 to him. Do NOT send him the actual verie letters or cards, just the money and a list. Prizes similar to last year. No repeat stations from 1961-62 contest. Details next week. Can Ben Dangerfield and C. Alan Taylor get as many points as last year, hmmp? Enter the foreign contest and find out! That's it for this week. Time now to move the HQ-160 gingerly to the new...
From Your Executive Secretary and Publisher.

As most of you know I run off Ernie's and Pete's stencils thursdays and then compile them, leaving only Ev Johnson's stencil for Friday and the completion of DX News in order to get it ready for an 8:05 AM saturday morning mailing. Thus I do have a bit of time after the compiling on thursday evenings to glance over what DX News contains.

Again this issue I noted in a couple musings where it seems they are not in accord with DX News with its limit to 20 pages (10 sheets of paper) and would gladly see our annual Dues be raised in order to have a larger DX News. (Everyone doing Club work gets everything but PAY)

I believe I stated the policy of your Exec Sec in this matter very clearly. First that we do have many members who still attend school and a raise in dues would in many cases force them to give up their membership because they just couldn't raise the extra to pay the increase, as it is in many cases I realize they have a tough enough time getting $4. together. And to set the record straight, we have a good number of these school age lads who are not old enough to drive a car, do not own one and are hard at work trying to complete their education, thus do not have too much money to spend.

Further, both the Editor's of DX News have set up their standards for members in so far as reporting to their sections. This has to be done in order to make their task a bit easier along with trying to prevent errors in copying onto a stencil from the members reports.

Thus your Exec Sec-Publisher has also been forced to set up certain standards in regard to the size of DX News for the simple reason that he has no more spare time to devote to the Exec Sec-Publishing job than is spent at present. I do have to work 8 hours a day-5 days a week for a living and I do not, nor will not devote my entire spare time for the Club despite my high interest in its continuance. To those who seem dissatisfied I would like to inform them that Kate helps me with DX News week in and week out and I would like to know how many in the club could get that kind of help from their's. With such cooperation I am sure it is my duty to see that she gets out a bit and has a bit of enjoyment other then being just a housewife day in and day out.

Yes I have noted several others who seem to believe we should up the dues and increase the size of DX News, but despite the fact that I have outlined the above before and made it very clear to those attending the Omaha 1959 NRC Convention that DX News would have to be limited to no more than 10 sheets of paper, some either do not read or pay much attention as to what is spoken or I am sure they would recall my statements in the past. Just lately when this same dissatisfaction came up I offered to turn over to anyone or any group who could take over the job of Exec Sec-Publisher and I would gladly give them all the info and help I could BUT as you probably imagine there have been no takers. So in so far as I am concerned I will as was stated at Omaha, continue to publish DX News until Sept 1 1964 and it will be limited to no more than 10 sheets of paper (20 pages) As of Sept 1 1964 I fully intend to retire plus the chances of moving away from Buffalo, thus I do not intend to be tied down with anything that would require me to be involved in anything that was tied to any kind of a schedule.

To end this discussion, I again suggest that to those who are not satisfied with the present policy of your Exec Sec-Publisher to come forward and take over the job NOW. If they cannot do that then it is my suggestion they keep still until they can take over the job. So to all, the date of my last DX News publication job will be the August 1964 issue unless someone or some group can take over before that date. However until someone takes over you can be sure I will serve you as always